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8 january 2009 Dr Sir. Paul mcCartney   
Imber Court Business Park,  Orchard Lane,  East Molesey, 
Surrey KT8 OBZ United Kingdom         

Paul mcCartney, 

2008
I  asked you to rescue my life, not to support the people who torture me and try to kill me in 
NL.   Refer to the content of my letters & websites, forwarded to you in 2008. 
Turned to you because you are a private person far away from NL-politics/corruption,  wealthy and 
powerful enough to rescue the lives of millions of people from crimes against humanity - genocide - 
caused by the NL-parliament, Dutch supreme court & International Criminal Court,  with only a very small 
financial  & social investment.   By rescueing me, you would also bring 'safety at work to 
NoLandmines.UK'. 

I explained you 'that NL-ers who can stop lawless lives in NL, ignore me = they are involved in corruption 
themselves and don't want to admit is'.  The fact that this results in more wars worldwide is NO reason 
for them to stop their war-makers-mentality.   When those NLF-dictators would have supported me, 
disturbances in Greece or wars in Afghnistan, Georgie & Israel would not have started. Or the destruction 
would have been less painfull to local residents. More justice would also be available for war-victums. 

Rude & crude
I asked you to recognise me as a woman next to you. Because this would stop the criminal 
behavior of NLF-dictators. When they see 'that Paul mcCartney works together with a NL-war-
victum to stop crimes against humanity, there's No way that they can continue their acts of 
crime'. Nl-media enyoues genocide; we must stop it.  
You read my sites - implement them in your music-world - but you refuse to recognise me as a human 
being next to you. Work or private.  No matter what I say or do, you don't want to talk to me about the 
way you personally contributes to more war. You only signal to me is:'Life needs to be a party'. 

I asked you to make it possible for me to come to the UK to talk to you 
= I need a few official letters in which you invite me, payed planeticket and bed & breakfast
= municpal Bloemendaal has to accept this, because I want to work with labour rights
 
I asked you to come to NL - so we can meet in the restaurant of Jamie Oliver Amsterdam - 
after I received evidence that UN Ban Ki Moon & EU  want ICC to be a lobby- & assasination-centre that 
makes the world lawless and causes the death of aid-workers.   
We must talk, when you use my work.    If you don't want to talk, you contribute to more war. 
Besides you can 'change the VIP-world in UK & USA for the better'. 

I begged you to talk to me before your departuredate to Tell Aviv, Israel.
But I only discovered ' that the mcCartney-group has a very dirty way of doing business for Peace' 
= you blindfolded me and misused trust war-victums have in me while I try to survivie myself and to stop 
war-crimes on Earth'.  You don't care for the way you damage me!. 
You still refuse to talk to me seriuously; refuse to educate yourself.
Evolution, Evaluation, your positive contribution to NLF are only wishfull-thinking in you mind.

You comprehend 'that I am furious about the way you handled me,  connected to Israel'.
I pressed charges against you with ICC , but you don't respond.  Meaning:'Oké D. you get it your way'!
I want 50% of the money you make with that concert for myself as a payment for the damage you cause 
and 50% has to be a deposit in the ICC-victumfund. 

No.... no....no.... this is NOT my method!
I want to talk to you because you have to help me stop war. And I don't want to be tortured or 
killed because I want justice. 
I do war..., you are too stupid to understand what I am doing 
=  You compose music and you have to educate yourself when you want to be connected to 'a 
world without war & poverty'. 
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= I can't & won't give you all info my mail or email. bodylanguage is of utmost importance 
with EQ-moods. Especially when you want to implement it yourself, work or private life. 

I think of you as a very crude man 'who doesn't care for my body-soul-spirit as long as you 
can keep your VIP-lifestyle'. Who doesn't care for others...

2009
What are you going to do now!?
Continue building disasters, simply because you are too reluctant to Educate & Evaluate 
yourself in a normal - relaxing & exiting - way?
Cause the death of aid-workers of NoLandmines.UK... now I can't bring them 'safety at work 
from NL'...?
  
Its silent on your website, now Israel attacks Gaza.
You begin to feel the disaster you cause with your 'spoil rotten celebrity-lifestyle'.
Hatred, NO wisdom. 

You've got what you wanted in 2008, plus a little extra.... 
● Revenge against Heather 

= You wanted to show the world that you are civilized in Love,  so you showed off Nancy for the 
perfect American-dream.

● Extra part
= Lust & sex are NO Love; when you threat war-victums as if they are inferiour people, mankind 
doesn't  care for your 'VIP-lifestyle'. Death-threats.
= Because you don't care for other people's feelings - and you obviously want to exploite them as 
if they are your Slaves...or so... -  YOU prove you only want to make money the American way. 
NO matter,  whether you are in the news with good- or bad-behavior... 'as a Los Angles-celebrity 
you will make money out of it anyway.  Onces a VIP, always money, even if others have to die 
for it'. 

● Whats left of you?
= You want to die as a Beatle, in the midst of your songs. For this you have to be a good-hearted 
person. But, your hatefull contribution to NLF, ICC, NoLandmines.UK and others has turned you 
into a war-criminal.
= If you don't want to undo damage you cause, you will die as a war-criminal.

I can't give Beatrice a better future as long as you sabotage it.
The American-dream is NO future...
 
You have lost your mind...and your are on the Devils'track!
Make one bad decision afther the other. I can't stop you if this is what you want.
I only feel for Beatrice - I know what she has to face up to next to her mother & father -.
Nancy is not going to give her a better life, when you want to be a war-criminal. 
 

You know where to find me.  
I shall synchronize myself to the business-mentality of Jamie Oliver in 2009, to make 
NLFschool work in NL & UK.  Can't do anything anymore for NoLandmines.UK. 
Interpol has to stop NL-genocide-policies. 
 
Have an inspiring day,
desiree stokkel 
 


